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Synonyms
Omnistereo, ODS
Related Concepts
Calibration of a Non-single Viewpoint System
Image Stitching
Omnidirectional Camera
Video Mosaicing
Definition
Omnidirectional stereo (ODS) is a type of multi-perspective projection that
captures horizontal parallax tangential to a viewing circle. This data allows
the creation of stereo panoramas that provide plausible stereo views in all
viewing directions on the equatorial plane.
Background
The term ‘omnidirectional stereo’ was first coined by Ishiguro et al. [1] in
1990, who used it in the context of autonomous mapping and exploration
of an unknown environment. Their approach places a video camera on a
rotating arm that is driven by a stepper motor (see Figure 1). They then
take vertical slit images from the sensor image for creating the left/right
stereo panoramic views. As their primary goal is to map an environment,
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they use ODS images for depth estimation of scene points rather than display.
They also present a binocular stereo method for depth estimation from two
ODS images with a measure for direction-dependent uncertainty.
r
C
Figure 1: Omnidirectional stereo images can be captured with a single camera
mounted on an arm of length r that rotates about a point C. Figure adapted
from Ishiguro et al. [1].
Before the term ‘omnidirectional stereo’ became established with its cur-
rent meaning, it was used more broadly for any stereo imaging system, which
captures stereo panoramas with disparity, regardless of direction. Gluckman
et al. [2], for example, created a real-time system consisting of two catadiop-
tric cameras that are vertically displaced. These cameras capture omnidi-
rectional views of an environment that therefore primarily differ by vertical
disparity. While this works just as well for depth estimation, these vertical
stereo panoramas are unsuitable for being viewed by humans. This is be-
cause our eyes are horizontally displaced and the human visual system thus
expect horizontal disparity, not vertical disparity. In the following, the focus
therefore lies on stereo panoramas with horizontal disparity.
Since the early days of ODS for mapping and robotics, the main appli-
cation has shifted towards display on monitors, projection screens and head-
mounted virtual reality displays: Peleg et al. [3] popularized ‘omnistereo’
panoramas with automatic disparity control, Richardt et al. [4] proposed im-
provements for creating high-quality, high-resolution stereo panoramas, and
Anderson et al. [5] and Schroers et al. [6] developed state-of-the-art systems
for capture and display of real-world virtual reality video. The benefit of
ODS video is that time-varying stereo panoramas can easily be packed into a
traditional video, which can be processed, stored and transmitted on existing
video streaming platforms just like any other video. This has established om-
nidirectional stereo as a widely supported format by video streaming pipelines
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and virtual reality displays.
Theory
Omnidirectional stereo is fundamentally a multi-perspective projection that
is created from rays that are tangential to a viewing circle [3]. This pro-
jection can, for example, be captured by a slit camera that moves along a
circular path and looks in the tangential direction. The slit images captured
at different positions on the viewing circle are mosaicked into a panorama,
producing the ODS projection. The two possible tangential directions give
rise to the left and right panoramas, as illustrated in Figure 2. The diameter
of the viewing circle is usually chosen to be the average human interpupillary
distance of 65mm; however, other sizes are possible.
Left panorama Right panorama
Figure 2: Omnidirectional stereo projection creates two panoramas, for the
left and right views, using rays tangential to the viewing circle.
As we shall see, most ODS systems do not capture the ODS projec-
tion directly. The only implementation of a pair of rotating slit cameras
is by Konrad et al. [7]. The key benefit of this approach is that the sys-
tem directly captures the ODS projection without requiring computationally
expensive processing. In addition, this system natively supports scenes con-
taining nearby objects, occlusions, thin and repetitive textures, transparent
and translucent surfaces, and specular and refractive objects, which remain
challenging for other capture approaches. However, the prototype camera
was limited to only 5 frames per second due to the fast rotation of the cam-
era assembly that is required for operation.
Ishiguro et al. [1] first described and Peleg et al. [3] later popularized
a single-camera approach that rotates a standard perspective camera on a
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larger capture circle that is concentric to the viewing circle. The camera needs
to rotate a full 360 degrees to capture a complete ODS panorama, which
assumes a static scene during the capture time. As illustrated in Figure 3,
the camera can simultaneously capture rays for both the left and the right
stereo panorama. While this works perfectly in the 2D equatorial plane,
out-of-plane rays introduce vertical distortion [5], and perspective cameras
introduce perspective distortion. Richardt et al. [4] proposed techniques for
correcting perspective distortion and for removing stitching artifacts using
flow-based blending. Stabilization steps were also introduced that reduce
drift from image alignment and enable hand-held capture, where the camera’s
pose often deviates from the ideal position and orientation along the capture
circle.
Viewing circle Capture circle
Figure 3: A single rotating camera can capture all rays tangential to the
viewing circle, by rotating it on a larger circle. Note that this only works
perfectly within the plane containing the viewing and capture circles; other
rays are captured with vertical distortion. Figure adapted from Anderson
et al. [5].
However, the rotating-camera approach is not practical for capturing ODS
videos, as the camera needs to rotate a full 360 degrees for each video frame.
For example, this would require very fast 30 revolutions per second for captur-
ing ODS video with 30 frames per second. Peleg et al. [3] explored theoretical
optical designs involving spiral mirrors and spiral lenses that would enable
single-shot ODS capture and thus single-camera ODS video. However, these
designs were never realized. The TORNADO system by Tanaka and Tachi
[8] was the first practical implementation based on these designs. Elongated
prism sheets deflect the light rays entering the cylindrical camera system
and emulate 32 slit cameras that rotate over time. Inside the cylinder, a
hyperboloidal mirror reflects light rays into a stationary video camera. The
projections of the slit cameras into the video camera are separated in two
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different ways: (1) based on their spatial location in images, or (2) using lin-
ear/circular polarizers. Aggarwal et al. [9] proposed a different approach that
uses a carefully designed mirror with a ‘coffee filter’ shape and reflects multi-
ple slit camera images into the video camera without any additional optical
elements. High-resolution simulations validate this concept, but manufac-
turing inaccuracies severely reduce the visual quality of real-world captures.
Low visual quality and image resolutions are problems shared by all current
catadioptric single-camera approaches [8, 9].
Approaches with multiple omnidirectional cameras improve some of the
quality problems caused by complex optical elements. Chapdelaine-Couture
and Roy [10] presented an approach for three or more fisheye cameras that are
arranged in a regular polygon, with parallel viewing directions towards the
sky. They observed that the planes spanned by the optical axes of adjacent
pairs of cameras can be used for cutting their omnidirectional images and
stitching them together with minimal disparity mismatch. However, this
approach can only capture the upper hemisphere of any scene. Matzen et al.
[11] proposed a system that uses two consumer spherical cameras, which have
two 180-degree fisheye lenses each. The cameras are mounted side-by-side
with a distance of 64mm and the captured imagery is sliced by the plane
going through the cameras (orthogonal to the optical axes) and recombined to
create the necessary left/right panoramas for ODS imagery. Their approach
cancels vertical disparity at the seams using warping in image space, and
uses this disparity to correct horizontal disparity. As horizontal disparity
is maximal in front of the cameras but zero along the camera baseline, this
correction depends on the azimuth angle. In both cases, the resolution of
the resulting ODS video was not sufficient for high-quality virtual reality
experiences due to limited sensor resolutions [10, 11].
The highest visual quality and image resolution of ODS video has been
demonstrated by approaches that use multiple video cameras spaced evenly
on a circle, like a discretized version of the continuously rotating camera of
earlier approaches [1, 3, 4]. Anderson et al. [5] pack 16 GoPro cameras with
fisheye optics into a tighly packed ring of 28 cm diameter, demonstrating
that this is a sweet spot between more cameras and a smaller ring diameter
that reduces vertical distortion. Their work comprises a detailed analysis
of the sources of vertical parallax and distortion, and presents a flow-based
stitching pipeline that produces temporally coherent ODS video, as available
on YouTube, for example. Schroers et al. [6] also use 16 video cameras, but
formulate their video pipeline based on continuous light field reconstruction
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from sparse samples. This naturally leads to a panoramic image formation
model that allows computer-generated imagery to be composited with cap-
tured real-world content. They also provide an analysis of the minimum
visible depth that can be stitched or reconstructed, based on the number of
cameras in the rig and their field of view.
Application
The initial application for omnidirectional stereo was for mapping and ex-
ploring environments using robots [1]. In this scenario, a single rotating
camera provides a low-cost and effective solution for reconstructing a given
static scene. Ishiguro et al. [1] demonstrate how to estimate the depth of
points from a single ODS image but also from a binocular pair of ODS im-
ages. They further show that the accuracy of depth estimation depends on
the direction relative to the camera baseline, with parallel directions having
the highest uncertainty. This uncertainty can be decreased by integrating
multiple observations in the form of local maps into a single global map.
Since then, omnidirectional stereo has become the de-facto standard pro-
jection for stereo panoramas that are used for virtual reality photography
and video. Google’s Cardboard Camera app, for example, is based on the
principles described by Richardt et al. [4] for creating high-quality, high-
resolution stereo panoramas. Multiple independently developed systems for
VR videos—including Google Jump [5], Schroers et al. [6] and Facebook
Surround360 [12]—have arrived at remarkably similar hardware: multi-view
camera rigs with 14–16 cameras that are packed into a tight ring to capture
omnidirectional stereo video. As of 2019, this defined the state of the art in
widely available virtual reality imagery and video.
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